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EARLY P LDICTORS OF LEADERSHIP IN: WOMEN EDUCATORS:,

PERS ALITY AND CAREER OVER TWO DECADES

The present study ines relationships between personality and
\ ,

,

career direction in two g oups of women educators who are now in their

i

forties.' Both groups ent red the same graduate teacher- training institu-

tion some 20 years ago and oth began their profe'sional lives as classroom

teachers of children. What ifferentiates them is that one group has coA2

tinued to teach children whil

\

tfie other left the c asiroom to take on

educational leadership roles in which primary work r latiouships are with

other adults (as in administrat on, supervision, teacher-training). We

wanted to find out whether thes divergent career directions might have
1

been predicted from data, that is, a tobiographies,,

written by these educators when they applied for teacher-raining as pihng

adults. We also wanted to know whether the groups differ in the ways they

view themselves and their careers now that they are in the r middle years.

Why did we anticipate personality differences between the two career

groups'. First, we viewed the demands involved in classroom work with chil-

dren and those entailed in leadership work with adults as so different from

one another that the roles must, theoretically, attract people`with differ-

ing cognitive, emotional, and social needs.
2

Second, our observ\ations of

educators working in various roles and settings reveal that the successful

teacher of children may be totally ineffetive in viol* with adults, and

the competent educational, administrator may be equally unable to msintain

good relations with children. Third, an unanticipated finding in

earlier study of a gfoup of student teachers was that their long-range

career preferences within the field of childhood education were striking -

ly related to aspects of 'their personalities that were reflected in Suto-
\

biographical descriptions of their childhood selves.
3

Specifically, we



ilound that t\ e student

a dristrato s supervi

scribed their childhood

independent or
\

dren, recalled c

\'

better or worse -

own initi tive.

These

- 2

teachers who hoped eventually to ,become educational
.

ors,
or college teachers almost invariably de-

\

selves in terms rep.ecting a toping, self-initiating,

entation, ile those who hoped to continue teaching chil-

ildhood as time when life had happene'd to them--for

y.

rather tha one that they had lived actively and by theii

were some of the r

career dire'tions taaken by w

teachers are
o

\ tions could be predic

persona ity-relat
1

\ \
asons for postulating thatthe long-range

en who go into graduate training,to become

d, and for hypothesizing that these direc-

ed from- tobiographies.

following parts:

n of th' basic study, which examines the auto-

erial s bmitted by the two groups of educators

for te:iCher-training some 20 years ago;

This repo it consists of th

First, a d

biographies and

when they applie

Second, an o

the Sample to a re

Third, an exa

ical data and the

And, finally,

scripti

ther ma

tline of trend

ent

ination of s

ollow-up data;

discussion of4mplications of further research in

(1) develon more effective teacher- training and

leadership programs (2) conceptual zing the dynamic forces that are at

work in varied segments of the eddc
1

tional system, and (3) generating

knowledge of career choice and devel. pment in women.

1. The &s at Study

The hypdthesis of the basic stud was that the long-range career

these directions fo

found in the responses of 60 percent of

uestionnaire;

relationships between the autobiograph-

directions taken by women who enter ining to become teachers are
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personality-related, andrhat these directions can be predicted from auto-

biographies written by groups of .suchyomen at the point of their entry

into training for their careers. In order to provide a preliminary test

.of this hypothesis, we selected for the study a group of women educators

who were now old enough to have settled into relatively stable career

patterns, and who as young adUlts had attended a graduate teacher-training

institution that requires of its applicants an autobiographical account of

their lives.

Sample

The sample consists of-77 such educators. Of these, 40 are currently

teaching children and have been doing so for more than 10 years; the other

37 taught children for less than 10 years and are now working with adults

in-a wide range of leadership roles within the childhood education field

(e.g., administration, supervision, teacher-training, consulting, college

teaching).
4

The members of the sample are, by and large, homogeneous in several

respects: they are now in.theirlorties, come from middle-class backgrounds,

grew up during World War IT, graduated from liberal arts colleges, entered

a graduate program in teacher-training when they were in their twenties,

married and had children.

Sources of Data

As we have indicated, the prima source of data was autobiographical

essays which the subjects had written n applying for their teacher-train-

.

ing, as part of the routine applicatio procedure. They wrote the essays

in response to the following instructio s:

It is recognized that teaching is not only a matter of
technical competence but also a rocess of building

5
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relationships with children!. Thus, information concerning
personal life experiences, including childhood,-is consider-
ed relevant hothto the selection and' preparation of thA

teacher.

ReView briefly the events of childhood and adolescence, at
home, in school. How did you feel -about yoUr early expe-
riences and ralationships as you were living through them ?.

As you look back now, which experiences and relationships
seem to have had a meaningful effeCt on your delielopment as

a person. going into the teaching profession? Describe also

the recent experiences Which'havebeen most important for,
you--study, reading, frieridships;.unueual adventure's or-

_opportunities, disappointMents, new skills or attitudes,
new insights into yourself and others. That ledto your
decision to become a teacher?

Write freely as though you were talking to someone. The

contents of this -personal essay Will be kept confidential.

Another source of data was the subjects' responses to two questions

which appeared on the admissions application itself. The first of these

concerned the subjects' reasons for wanting to becOme a teacher; and the

second, whether they preferred to communicate their ideas through writing

or talking, and the reasons why.

Analysis of the Data

The Autobiographies

The analysis of the autobiographical data centered on two major dimen-

sions: (a) characterizations of. the childhood self, and (b) characteriza-

tions of the self-as-young.adult about to enter training for a career.

The Childhood Self. The sections of each autobiography which per-

tained to the subjects' childhood self were examined for assignment to

one of two basic categories--predominantly active (self-directing) versus

(predominantly passive (reliant on others). These categories were intended

to reflect gross differences in the subjects' (recalled) childhood self-

concepts and modes of adaptation.
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',,The predominantly-acti/e category was applied to those cases in which

the subjects pictured their r-childhoqd selves as being initiators? playing

a part in'the.determination of their fate, being assertive, on top of

things. Whether.they recalled being happy or unhappy was not relevant;

they might have experienced :considerable pain and difficulty, but they re-

called actively coping, mastering, conquering adversity or embracing chal

lenge.
5

.

. The predomidantly passive category was used to cover cases in which,

recalling theiithildhoOds, the subjects viewed themselves to be tathe

timid, unassertive Sige, or asfeeling

on unpleasant feelings such as shyness

powerless, Included was a focus

, anxiety; and insecurity, being

excluded by peers. Again, overall.feelings of happiness or sadness were

not in themselves pertinent. The subjects might have recalled idylli6

childhoods in which parents or others consistently provided enjoYable

experiences. The crucial criterion was that they presented themselves

. as having passively experienced events.

An additional category--active/passive--was introduced to encompass

certain cases in which neither an active nor passive orientation could be

judged as predominant, either because the subject described situational

differences in orientation (e.g., active at school*, passive at home) or

a shift from one orientation to the other during subsequent stages of

The,Young Adult Self. Two categories were applied to the,antobio-

graphical data bearing on the subjects' concepts of themselves as young

adults ( at the time they were writing the autobiographies):

(1) pred inantly confident, career-oriented;'and (2) predominantly un-

sure, self oriented.

7
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The predominantly confident, career-oriented category was applied to

those cases in which the subjects conveyed a solid sense of who they were

0

as individuals, gave the impression that they felt prepared to embrace a

career-and, through that career, to make a-contribution to society. Such

subjects revealed a perspective on, and acceptance of, their past lives;

A
0

a feeling that They had'successfully mastered earlier developmental crises;

had a.sense of things adcomplished4...and_were ready for -a-new-phase. Many
"PAN

of these subjects specifically indicated that they had resolved their am-

0

bivalent feelings of dependence on their families and were ready to lead a

r;life of relative independence from them.

The predominantly unsure, self-oriented category was used for those

cases where the subjects rye evidence that they felt themselves still to

be in the throes of growing up. Often they were wrestling with conflicts

over dependence-independence, were deeply engaged self-examination, and

were attempting to understand and sort out their relations wit1,1i other

people. In the main, they expressed the feeling that they were making

progress in developing insight into themselves and others; but at the same

time conveyed a sense of uncertainty about their readiness to move into a

career.
6

In the assignment of the autobiographies to categories on the Child-

horf. and Young Adult dimensions, each dimension was dealt with separately

across thesample. This effort to°minimize halo effect was facilitated by

the fact that the data bearing on the childhood self usually appeared at

the beginning of the autobiography and material dealing with the young

adult self was found-toward the end. Following the categorizatiOn of all

fi
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the autobiographies by opes.Ipvestigator, a-second-invei3tigator made inde-

Ondent judgments on approximately one-third of the autobiographies se-

lected at random.
7

On the .childhood self dimension, with assignment of

r'

-each autobiography to one of the three categories, there was 77 percent

agreement between the judges; on the second dimension with only two cate-

goras, IhterjUdge. agreement was -81- percent.

Supplementary Analyses. The autobiographies were also examined to

discover whether group differences obtained on other dimensions which

might theoretically separate leaders from teachers. Of primary importance

in this regard was major life crises. Here, each autobiography was exam-
,

ined to see whether the subject reported a significant trauma or loss in

the course of growing up--an.event which, had it occurred more frequently

in tha teacher or the leader group, might theoretically_affect interprets-

(

-tion of any personility-related differences emerging from analysis of the

first two dimensions. Thus, a comparison was made of the *40e and number

-of 'Major ife crisis" described by members of the two groups. These in-

__

cluded ath of parent(s) or other significant figures in the subject's .,

life, serious cr.prolonged illness or disability in family or self, par-
43-,

ents
,'
'Aivorce, separation or desertion; constant moving about or a tram-

4latic uprooting (as from Nazi Germany).

Other dimensions examined (as described later) ranged from ordinal

position in the family through attitudes toward parents, and identification

with different types of role models, to academic standifig in school.

The-Application Questions

As stated earlier, the questions on the application form that were a

focus of this study asked a) why the applicant had chosen to become 'a

teacher, and (2) whet eishe preferred to communicate her ideas through

41z.

9
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writing or talking, and why. Analysis of these data involved constructing

categories to cover as many as possible of the individual responses given ,

andthencomparinggroupfreuencies within and among categories.

ceduies that were establiShed for assessing agreement between judges on the
.

two major dimensions described above were applied here as well.
.

Findings

The Aufobl,o ra hies

The analysis o£ the autobiographies on the two major dimensions re-
.N.

. veeled differences between-the classroom teacher group and the leader

group as follows:*

The Childhood Self. "Predominantly active" descriptions of the child-

d se f were found more often in theoleader group, and "predominantly

passive" descriptions were found more often in the teacher group (see

Table 1). The frequency of the combined active /passive cases was approx- ,

imately the same for the two groups.

Insert Table 1 about here

In order to convey the nature of the qualitative differences reflected

in the above categories, we have excerpted the following as exemplary of

predominantly active and predominantly passive cases.

First, from the predominantly active group:

I must have been a hard child to live with--my drive for self-
expression, for independence was'high....I could cope; even as
d' child, I was not thrown by circumstance.

I had an unusual amount of freedom and independence as a child
and young girl....My parents had never been possessive or de-
manding, and while we were growing. up they did not try to keep

us from finding our own ways. I grew to love this freedom and
independence very early in my life.1

10
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'Dale 1

Prospective Women Teachers! Autobiographical CharacterizatiOns
of Themselves as Children in Relationoto Their

Educational Roles Nenty Years Later
(N51)*

Childhood Self

Predominantly
Active

Predominantly -.
Passive

Educational Leadei
N=29

Classroom Teacher
W=32)

15'.

'Active/Passive 5

5

.21 .

..,
G ../

*The N is smaller.,than the total study sample because eight
teachers and eigheleaders,did not furnish sufficient relevant

. information for categorization. .,,
. .

1+.

x
2
= 11.50, df 2, p < .01
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I Was a Mixture that-btought-both happiness' and disappointment
to my-patents. .0n the one hand I was a happy and. actiye child, Y

adjusting quickly to new situations, to new children7and adults,.
and learning rapidly without strenuous effOrt.e On the other
hand, Ilwasn't.particularly studious, I did.not stick to any

project for.very,long. I was a far cry from the shy,"sensitir
and highly intellectual child. that I sometimes felt my parents
wished me to be.

Although I was always rather defiant and aggressive, I'had also
eability'to
laymates and vigorous-interests.

My mother and I were,both dominant personalities and it was a
q stion of who would yield to the other.

And, am the predominantly passive gtoup:

I fe very inadequate socially and was extremely concerned with
being ccepte . I was very shy and quiet--afraid to, express my-
self p sitiv y on any subject, to disagree With people and'giVe -

an opinion of my own.

.

I was extremely shy, unable to meet new people without a great
'deal of anguish and unresponsive in a group.

0
I was hampered by lick of self-confidence and any show of self-

-, assertion and I rarely contributed to any discussion at school..

I remember myself'as a ihy child, always, wanting' to know Where

I stood with people.'

For many years antagonisms were a personal
would rarely allow myself to express them.
antagonism expressed between other people;
to escape. ;'

threat
,

to me and I
When faced with
I would often try

I was very fortunate in having the home environment that I did.
I was an only child and therefore received by parents' full

attention. 'This might imply that 1 received too much attention
and coddling, but this is not quite ttue. I was shielded from
much unpleasantness, but, more important, my parents had time
to spend with me.

Growing up, I had a very strong impression of security and a
happy family life. I was a quiet, "mature," undemanding child.
.My parents encouragedplaymite relationships, took us on many
outings, provided playiiiiterials.

In brief, the leaders and the teachers tended to characterize their

childhood selves differently; and these differences paralleled those found

12
O
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between their counterparts.in the study that prompted the present research

(Rosen, 1968).

The-Young Adult Self. On this second dimensidn, as sheiWn in Table 2;

most of the autobiOgraphiet of the leaders were categorized as "predomin-

antly confident, career-oriented" and those of the teachers as "predomin-
,

antly unsure, self-oriented."

`Insert Table 2 about here

On this dimension, the cues on which the categorizations were based.

tended to be more subtle, more variable, andanore cumulative in impact than

was the case with the Childhood Self, in which fairly straightforward chit.-

acterizations were' the general rule. For this reason itois not possible

as before, to present condensed "typical" examples of,the-differencevt at

characterized the groups in projecting their concepts of themielves as yoirag.

adults. In total effect, however, the leaders appeared to have come to

terms with their childhoods and now felt sufficiently free of early conflicts

to turn their energies away from the self, and toward acareer;"Sand the

teachers projected a pitture of still wrestling with issues from their

childhoods, 'struggling to loosen their dependent ties on their parents, and
4-

experiencing apprehension about their readinessto commit themselves to ,a

- profession.

Subsidiary analyses. Comparisons of the,two groups with respect to

major life crises reported in the autobiographies showed striking similar-
..

.ity in both kind and number. Slightly less than half of each group re-

ported a major life crisis. Approxitately 20'percent of each group had

suffered the death,of a close fampy member; and 17 percent of the teachers

and 25 percent of the leaders had experienced parental divorce, separation,

..4641,9

13
0
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Table 2

Prospective Women Teachers' Autobiographical Characterizations ,

--- -of Themselves on Entering Teacher Training in aelation to
Their Educational Roles Twenty Yeats Lié

(1=66)*

0

Educational Leader Classroom Teacher

Self as Young Adult (N=31) N=35)

Confident, Career:-

Oriented 24

Unsure, Self-
- Oriented 7

0

*The N is smaller than the study sample because six leaders
and five teachers did not furnish sufficjent re) avant information

for categorization. 0

x
2
= 19.59, df 1, p < .001

14
II
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or desertion.

There were, however, notable differences in the recalled response to

such crises and to their sequelae by the teachers and the leaders, as well

as-in their interpretations of the long range impact of these events on

their lives. Such differences are highrtsted in the autobiographies of

a member of each group who had been a refugee from Hitler', Germany. In

the excerpts that follow,, a teacher and leader respectively refer to the

impact of the moving about that followed their,escape with their families.

This caused me some loneliness and gave rise to a strong need
to belong somewhere....A sensitivity abut being foreign and
different remained with me lot a long time. EVen today I am
.trying to overcome a sensitivity to criticism anda fear of
doing the wrong thing, whiCh may stem partly from this period.
My still existing need to belong I also trace partly to this.

This instability and lack of belonging to any particular place
haye_had.a profound influence on my development. The constant
changes forced me to learn to adjust quicklyto-;new-places,'
new people, new customs, new schools. Today I find it very
easy to adapt myself to new situations and I greatly enjoy
meeting people, making friends, traveling'and exploring new-
places.

It seems clear that these differing reactions are closely related to

the broader personality differences that we have been examining; and it is

noteworthy that the authors themselves draw the connections between thegre-

sponses of the childhood self and the responses of the self in early adult-

hood.
8

With respect to other, subsidiary dimensions of the autobiographies,

in some instances we found no group differences; in others, there were in-.

.1' -adequate data for making ratings or judgments; in still others, we could

not find a basis for documenting impressions.

For example, we examined the subjects' ordinal position in their fami-

lies and found no differences between the leader and teacher groups. (In

15
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the total sample there were more oldest or only children than might be ex-

pected but their representation was approximately equal in the two groups.)

We also looked for significant role models during childhood to see, for

instance, if the leaders had had mothers or other significant adult females

in their lives who were notably independent or assertive, with whom they

might have identified. But there were insufficient data to make any judg-

ment here. Further, we examined overall attitudes toward parents and to-

ward mothers and fathers individually and could find no differences in the

ways such attitudes were described. (Most were-generally positive, but it

must be said that there was so much variability in quantity and quality of

information here that we are reluctant to conclude that, given more compar-

able data from subject to subject, group differences would not in fact be

revealed.) Further, no reliable differences 'could be found, in attitudes --

toward siblings (aga*n, largely"posittve) nor in reported academic perform-
.,

ance (most said they did well in school) nor in gross attitudes toward

school (most liked it). We tried to make comparisons of the adolescent

period, but found it impossible to develop sensible standards. (For one

person childhood had been a horrendous time and adolescence was "much im-

proved "; for another, childhood was idyilic but was a "jolt";

for others it was difficult to tell what stage after childhood was being

described.)

There were other areas in which we were unable to make comparisons,

due essentially to the "unguided" nature of the autobiographies, but they

seem to us potentially fruitful areas for further research. For example,

we searched the autobiographies to see if one group of subjects had been

exposed more than the other to different kinds of people, cultures, ideas,

values--the type of exposure which might theoretically stimulate psycholog-

16
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ical growth and enjoyment of challenge and difference, the development of

a questioning mind, impatience with the predictable and the status quo.

Finally,.we had strong global impressions about group differences both

in language and general approach to the autobiographies. The teachers

seemed to have a much greater psychological proximity to the events of

their childhoods. Whether describing a pleasant memory (the feel of grass

beneath bare feet, the smell of flowers on a summer day) or a "devastating-

one (being humiliated by a teacher in front of the class), the teachers

wrote in the kind of vivid detail that conveyed the impression that their-

experiences had occurred only yesterday. Often the. author's desire for

reexperiencing the event seemed to be the important thing in recounting it

--not its "meaning" or its impact on the subsequent events of her life.
\

'\ The leaders'reports werefar less sensuous and immediate, reflecting

instead an analytic, interpretive turn of mind, a tendency to act things

into perspective and see their consequences within the lar er context of

their lives. It is as if the teachers had responded pri rily to one ques-

tio1 in the guidelines for writing the autobiography, i.e., "How did you

fee about your early experiences and-relationships as you were living

thro gh them?" and the leaders, to another, i.e., "As you look back, now,

whic experiences and relationships seem to have had a meaningful effect on

-your development as a person going into the teaching profession?"

In sum, while the analyses of the autobiographies yielded reliable

diff rences only on the major dimensions - -the variables dealing with self-
,

conc pt and modes of adaptation to life events--given more systematic data,

other differences associated with-the career direction of teachers and

\ `leaders might well be identified.

ode
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The Application Questions

As stated earlier, we examined t sub ets' responses to two questions

that appeared on their applications for teacher-training program. The

first question concerned the applicant's -ea on for wanting to become a
i

teacher and the second, whether she prefer e
\

to express ideas in writing

or by talking, and then to give the reason Cdr

d
.,

Reasons for becoming a t acher. While t e issue of motivation to teach

would seem germane to a study dealing with cai. er direction in women educat-

ors, we found that by and large their responses were bland and stereotyped

this preference.

(e.g., epjoyment of children; interest inteichin them) rather than based

on thoughtful self-appraisal. Within this framwo k, we were able to detedt

some group trends which, although they applied only Uwe minority of each

group, were notable nevertheless. For example, more leaders than teachers

gave reasons bearing on an interest.inco nitfve-deve o mental issues (i.e.,

/

a concern with intellectual and personality developme t in children or in

the self)., This was true of 46 percent Of the leaders, but of only 8 per-

cent of the teachers (17 of 37 vs: 3 of 39). As anothe example, more

teachers than leaders mentioned affective-relational aspects of teaching

(i.e., having a strong feeling for children and a wish o need to be with

them); this applied to 28 percent Of the teachers compar crwith,5 percent

of the leaders .(11 of 39 vs. 2 of 37).

Preferred mode of communication. In response to they question as to

whether writing or talking was the preferred (easier) m e of communicating

ideas, more teachers than leaders unequivocally p;eferre talking, while

more leaders than teachers said they found both equally easy (and that their

preference depended on circumstances).
9

But these diffe ences in preferred

mode per se were nOt"substantial.
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As will be seen, however, group differences did erge when the reasons

for the preferred mode--rathe than the choice itself -- ere examined. The

reasons given by the respondent were looked at in terms of their feelings

of competence versus feelings of unsureness regarding the r ability to

develop, formulate, or communicate ideas.

The competence category was applied to statem i nts refl cting enjoyment

in the development of ideas or in exchanging them with othe While re-

dOotided pladed-in" thid-Category-might-indicate-an-appreciati n-of_the,con-
.-

tributions of other people in the development of thought, the basic crite-

rion was a sense of confidence on the part of the respondent her on

thinking processes and in her ability to'communicate clearly a d. directly

with other people.

The unsureness category was applied to answers reflecting, respond-

ent's uncertainty about the clarity of her thought, being under tood

understood), or getting ideas across without seeming confused. l'iHany re-

spondents who were placed in this category expressed a need forreassurance

-

provided by the physical presence of the person with whom they sere attempt-
_

ing-to comilunicate. Some indiCated directly that they felt dependent on

?

the other person for stimulation, for getting their thoughts in order, for

Confirmation that they were not being m'.sinterpreted.

Of 23 leaders ancP28 teachers who responded to this question,10 the

responses of the leaders predominated in the competence category and those

of the teachers in the unsureness category: 14 (61 percent) of the leaderd,

but only 6 (23 percent) of the teachers were found to express "ideational/

communicative competence," while only 9 (39 percent) of the leaders but 22

(79 percent) of the teachers were categorized as being "unsure."

19
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Thus, in their explanations of their preferred mode of communication- -

a seemingly neutral issue--the teachers and the leaders again revealed

personality-related differences, and these are consistent with the differ-

ences they revealed in their autobiographical accounts of their lives. Inc

both sets of data, the leaders projected a sense of confidence and inde-

pendence; and the teachers, a strong reliance on others for guidance, for

stimulation, and for reassurance of their own personal worth.

But what do such personality-related differences,-consistent as they

appeared to be, have to do with the career_paths_that_wpre

r-
taken by members of the twagroups?

Looking,back at the study that prompted this research (and in which

the autobiographical findings were parallel), we found trends in one-year

follow-up interviews that seem potentially pertinent here.
11

In that study,

the student teachers who hoped'to move out of the classroom (and who had

described their childhood selves positively in their autobiogrdphies) re-
.= .

vealed in the interviews a sense of growing competence and psychological 14.

.

movement forward. They anticipated change and welcomed future challengea,* "- e

P
'

.

.

Their stated long-range career goals to move into roles outside-the;class-
-

room were, it appeared, specific manifestations of this general orientation.

The student teachers who hoped to remain In the classroom (and who had 4

described their childhood selves negatively) levelled, by contrast, a re

sistance tadhange and a strong desire for the security of the status quo.

The expressed goal of this group to remain in the classroom appeared also -

to reflect their more basic personality orientation.

In other words, the long-range career aspirations expressed by the two

groups in the earlier study were viewed as indicators of personality differ-

ences between them, and as revealing expectations of ihenicelvel3 in the

4
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future that were the reLically consonant with their perceptions of them-

\selves at the time of writing their autobiographies and Of their childhood
o

selves r called. As E ikson has postulated (in a formulation of optimum

developme t), the exper ence of self-esteem is confirmed at the end of each

developmen al crisis and grows to be a conviction that one is learning effec-

tive steps toward a tangib e future.
12

In.this earlier study, the group

that hoped to ove out of t e classroom appeared to have this conviction.

The group that oped to remai in the classroom, however, conveyed far less

sense of self-es em and revea ed, at least in its professional aspirations

and attitudes, no pectation' of future diffeilnathe--present-.---________

It is true that in the earlie study group assignment was based on

career aspirations, an in the presen research on actual career paths

taken over two decades o more. Yet it seemed to us that the above inter- ,

pretation regarding person: ity-related di ferences and career aspirations

might nonetheless be applicab e here. The pofessional patterns of thee

. .

leaders can be viewed as real-li e manifestatio s of the sense of self-

esteem and movement forward-in lif Which they ha projected years before

\Vain their autobiographies. By the sale token, continuation in the role of

.

,

\ \ .7
classroom teacher by the other group can be viewed as\a vocational choice

.
.

reflecting the persistence of earlier psychological patterns of passivity

and self-doubt, a preference, for the gecurity of what is known and safe--

for the] stability of classroom teaching in which, although the_poputation

of children changes, the same basic procesSer2arq,repeated year after year.

While such an expinnation appeared reasonable, we wanted to find out

/-
whether it could be supported and;"if so, extended or refined. To this

end; --we- "sought to follow up as many members of ,the original group as we

could locate.

21
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2. The Foilow-Up StstE

We were able to obtain follow-up information on 46 of the original 77

members of the sample. Of these, 20 were classroom teachers and 26 were

in leadership roles. The information was gathered through a questionnaire

which covered a wide range of factual date concerning the educators' pro-

fessional histories as well as their attitudes toward their work and them-
.

selves, including their perceptions of the impact of social change on their

lives.

13
For-present-purposes, we focused on three issues:;- (1) the reasons

given by the teachers for remaining in the classroom and by the leaders for

leaving and.for-iiiiIng-into-other-roleak(2) the future career hopes or

_

plans of both groups; and (3) the perceptions of,-seach group of the rele-

vance of the issues raised by the women's movement for their own personal/

professional deverepment over the years. In addition, we examined personal

ity trends that appeared to come through the questionnaire taken as a whole.

The analysis of responses to the issues just described revealed the

following:

^(()-Almost half the leaders said they had left thmlassreom seeking,

a greater challenge or an opportunity to make a wider impact in their field;

0

others saw leaving and taking on administrative or supervisory roles as a

natural progression in their careers; still others wrote of,unplanned

cumstances. None said she had resisted leaving the classroom even though

most said they had enjoyed teaching; only one person said she had left be-

cause there were aspects of the situation with which she couldn't cope.

4
. As for the futures only one of the leaders expressed interest in returning

to classrooi teaching.

22
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Few teachers said they had ever considered leaving the classroom. Of

those who had thought about it, most said they simply did not want to lose

contact with "children and had resisted the idea. Others, said they had

doubts about their abilities to d6 anything else, o: lacked the confidence

to work with adults. 'While 'some of the teachers indicated that they felt

they should want to leave the classroom and do something else, they were'

really happy doing what they were doing.

(2) :then asked what they hoped to be doing five to ten years from now,

almost 70 percent of the leaders mentioned one or more goals, and conveyed

the expectation of achieving them. By comparison, only 25 percent of the

teachers actually stated a goal and conveye: the expectation of achieving

it. Host of the teachers said either that they had not thought about the

-future
.

uture or tdica
\

ad that they viewed it as uncertain or threatening,

--7-- -0)aegardingthe women's movement, 00 percent of tha leaders said

1-they viewed one or more of the issues as reldVant to their own personal/

professional development; ane they tended to focus on issues of male domino-
-,

tiofi,in the field of education or in society ai large, and on their feelings

of greater frgedom to express assertive, aggred'olve or competitive feelings

which previously they had tried to hold 'in cheer,. Some of the leaders de-

scribed dramatic changes in 'attitudes and lifestyle.

As one leader put .t:
a.

It's been the mopt intellectuolly liberating and one of the
most difficult, Rieriods of growth for. me. .reworked my whole

thing especiall after reading the article in'MS on the Year

of Success which gave insight into 91y- anti-intellectual and

earth mother bit. Became aware of,strong need to be a Separ-
ate Person who will be able to exist cell 20 years from now
doing ra thing ,Athout searching for someone or something to

serve.

Host of the teachers simply said that the movement wa's not relevant to

them and expressed contentment with their lives. None of the teachers dis-
,
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played stfongly positive reactions to the-movement. Among the 30 percent

who. said it had some relevance to their lives, most were tentative aver none

described related Cha-ngesin the self or in style of living. /Some said

directly that they enjoyed the tradtiticnal aspects of their roles as wife

and mother and did not ',Taint to Change. A few went on to reject "women's

lib" outright, as did the teacher who responded: 'I feel no kinship at all

.with the current movement - -I very much wanted a career and have it. Why

are they so angry':

Additional group differences were suggested by the following: In re-

--sponging to items asking about their professional strengths and weaknesses,

the leaders tended to view their strengths as lying in the intellectual,

organizational; and administrative spheres of their woe;, while the teachers

emphdsized_their affective, nurturing, or sherapeutic skills with children.

In evaluating their professional weaknesses, the leaders tended to stre4-s

t_
their overly-aggressive, assertive, "pushy" tendencies ant' their difficulties

in controlling these ;e.g., "I have t the desire to tell people all the answers

so I must hole mystlf in constant check. 2ut evenEh-enI- often slip). By

contrast, many teachers viewed themselves as too passive, unassertive, and

lacking in self-confidence. Some focused directly on specific needs for

more initiative, perseverance, and independence of mind (e.g., "I often

need an outside nudge-to .:eep from Settling in a rut"; "I don't fo ".low

through enough--too, I can be influenced,by outside opinions'or worse,

what I think outsiders are thinking").

In sum, analysis of the follow-up.questionnai e, which focuses on

current self-assessment, suggests that the leaders tend to feel assertive,

autonomous, self-confident, and invested in challenge and change; and the 1

I /
ts!

teachers, more passiVe, dependent, and content with the comfort and
o

24
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security of a familiar environment.

3. Relationships 2etween the Autobion.raphies arid

Follow-Up Questionnaires

Personality Consistency and Career Direction Over Time

The differences between the teachers and the leaders are consistent

with the personality-related differences that were revealed in their auto-

,

biographies, of 20 years ago. In these documents, as we have seen, those

who were to remain in the classroom throughout their careers rAalled child-

hood experiences reflecting an essentially passive mid dependent orientation

0.-
toward people and events, and forany, anxieties around issues of security

and belonging. These issues continued to be centzal in young adulthood as

they strugled to resolve their dependent ties on parental figures and

wres:-.1ed with-problems of identity and uncertainties about a career. Tn

contrast, their counterparts, who were later to leave the classroom, con-

veyed in their descriptionsof their childhoods a sense of active mastery

and self- esteem; and In their assessments of themselves as yoting adults,

a quality of having come to terms with stages past and a psychological
J

readiness to move into a career.

Given the persistence of these group personality differences through

time, it makes sense that the former group, once established in the class-

room and having found satisfaction there, should have elected to remain;

and that the latter grOup, having taught children for a time, should choose

to leave the classroom to seek new challenges in their careers.

--1
At the conclusion of the first section of this report (based on the

earlier study of student teachers' career aspirations), we postulated that

the career dilertions of the two present groups of educators were in large

part manifestations of the personality differences that were revealed in



tliAlc autobiographies which hey wrote on applying for training to become

teachers. It seems to us that the follow-up study has served to suppdrt

this postulation as well as the interpretation of the general nature of

the relationships between personality and career patternsin the two groups.

Personality Variations Within Groups and Personal-Professional

Motivations

We would like now to move beyond these broad relationghips to a conlider=

aticn bf variations in personality and personal/prrofessionalmotivations

that may exist within the teacher and the ler groups. More specifically,

in thercourse of studyirg the data from the two time periods, early adult-

;hood and middle age, we made some preliminary observations that suggested

the existence of differing patterns of associations within each group be-
,

tween descriptions of the childhood'self 4nd the nature of career motiva-

tions.

Xirst, the teachers = -those who bsive remained in the classroom teaching

children throughout their careers. In examining their autobiographical

/descriptions of their childhoods, we "found two patterns that appeared to

characterize the recollections of most members of this group.

Gne.pattern was tlat of shyness, ofteepainful, and marked feelings of

insecurity, especially in relation to acceptance:by peers. Many in this

group dwelled on'their sense of isolation and 1,oneliness, on feeling out

of the swim, and on doing little to find the acceptance they wanted.

While many of them recalled finding a close friend or t;roup of friends as
40 .

"they moved into their teens, in the main, adolescence too was viewed as a

painful stage.

The second (less frequent) pattern found among the teach was a re-
t .

1 .

call of childhood as idyllic. Just as the above Opp rep "tekin vivid.

fashion their feelings of pain, this. group described pleasuribl

26
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similar manner. They wrote, for example, of summer vacations in the country,

recalling the way trees smelled after a rein; they wrote also about games

they had played and about the fantasies they hae acted out and of all the

joyous, adventurous times they had shared with close-knit, loving 4milies.

But members of this group tended to meet their adolescence with a major

jolt; life after childhood, they indicated, was never again the same.

How might these differing patterns of recalleB childhood be linked to

more specific motivations or gratifications involved in opting to remain in

the classroom than those tie have looked at so far?
a

We have evidence in the folfow-up data Eat the first pattern may be

associated with reparative motivations; that IS, an effort by the teachers

to maim up for something missed in childhooe by supplying the requisite

experiences to children in the classroom, and then vicariously living out

the expexiences through the children. 0

For example, one teacher who represents this pattern wrote about her

°

childhood:

In my day-to-days ntacts with my contemporaries in school,

I felt-as if I ::a no friends. I never felt I quite fit in...

aegarding her motivations for entering the teaching profession, ex-

pressed at the same time, sh66Frote:

I want to teach for I would like to give children'expe-
rienoes through which-they could gain confidence in them-

selvei so that they will have courage for all things.

How, some 20 years later, in responding to the follow-up questionnaire,

this teacher writes:

I thoroughly enjoy the ongoing life and learninepith six-

and seven-year-olds the stimulation of group life and the

opportunity to form relationships in depth with each child

and help him gain confidence and realize himself. So much

can be done by the group teacher in kindling attitudes of

respect for the uniqueness of each person...and in creating

responsiveness to group life.
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'In short, making up for a recalled childhood of feeling isolated and

rejected by her Beer groupf-nan be viewed as a primary mot5Nating force both

in this teacher's original career choice and in her electing to relaain in

the classroom. For in the role of classroom teacher, ch:e appears to find .

(vicarious) gratification year after yea'r in helping new groups bf ch-ildren

gain confidence in themselves as individuals and as members of Aoroup of

their .peers.

.Among the teachers who described insecure, shy childhoods, a furehei:

motivation for remaining in the classrooMcan be inferred: avoidance of

working with adults.

For example, one teacher states in the follow-up questionnaire that she

has remained in the classroom because she continues to learn more there each

e year and can use her knowledge better with young children than in trying to

pass it on to new teachers. At another point, however, she confesses that

her weakness lies' in her lack of confidence in relating to other adults.

Thus, it may be that she in fact remains in the classroom with children

primarily because of feelings of inadequacy as an adult in'the world of

adults -- feelings which may stem from an early sense of rejection by peers

that she has not been able to resolve or surmount.

Thus, where we found that teachers :stalled unhappy, insecure child-

hoods, especially in relation to peers, the motivational forces that

appeared most evident in their continuation of work with children were

first, reparation, and second, avoidance of working with adults.

In the second autobiographical pattern in wliich childhood is pictured

as an idyllic time (and the'best period of life), one can detect another

type of motivation in the teacher's choosing to continue working with chil-

dren. This lies in her effort to recreate in the classroom her own ideaL-
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ized childhood; in her desire to participate in the kinds of social

emotional-cognitive interactions that characterized her life prior to

adolescence. Theoretically, through her identification both with posi-

tively remembered adult models from childhood and with the children in

her classroom she is able to recapture the essence of her childhood and

relive it year after year with a renewed sense of joy and satisfaction.

At the same time, this teacher may share with her colleagues, described

above,,a lack of confidence in working with adults because, like her
4>

colleagues, she has never loosened her ties with childhood sufficiently

to feel fully grown up irCan adult' world.

An exemplar of this second pattern was a teacher who said, in her

recent questionnaire, that she never wanted to leave the classroom and

didn't think she "would ever want to be in the pbsition of telling other

People how to work with children.

In response to a questionnaire item asking what she liked aboUt the

young children she had elected to teach, she wrote:

Partly I just seem to have a "gut" response to those ages
which is almost impossible to analyze: -If I say "natural-

ness" some have been 'putter-oners"; if I say "openness'
some have been shy and timid; if I say honesty" some of

them lie, if they can. Haybe partly the conviction that
one can, with these ages and with most of them, get to

"their inner selves and help them grow and change in posi-

tive directions.

This teacher said in her autobiography that her adolescence was

fraught with Shyness and feelings of inferiority. But of her childhood

a

she wrote:

I have a very vivid and lasting memory of walking down a
road by myself, looking for some of :he %ids., It was after
school on a/lovely spring afteinoon and Ilvald' changed into

my comfortable old, and rather dirty, clothes (as the family
rule was, for after school play). The sun was warm on my
back and I remember being acutely aware of :-.he trees and the

29
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countryside around me, and having a "shining' feeling that

1 seemed to flow all through me, of complete and perfect well-

being. If there is anyone moment that could summarize my
childhood, that.would be it.

Thus, it is possible to see how the persistence of highly-charged feel-

ings about childhcod--whether positive or negative--may influence a teacher's

continuing to work with children. Where the feelings are strongly positive,

recapitulation of that childhood can be a dominant force; where they are

-.7--

negative, reparation of perceived deprivations or rejection may constitute
I

a central motif.

As for the leaders, we again noted two basic autobiographical patterns
ti

which, in terms of their predominantly happy or unhappy6childhood themes,

roughly paralleled those of the teachers. But whatever the pattern, for

the leaders, the issue of nhildhood and its memories appeared less intense.

Those who recalled childhood as a happy period of their lives tended to

view that era as a life stage which had its gratifications but which was

then superseded by other stages with their attendant satisfactions.

such leader recounted f.n her autobiography meeting each new challenge with

. .

a sense of active mastery; and she concluded by saying ;,hat she was looainz

L

forward to becoi tng a competent teacher. When asaed p.n the' follow-up ques-

tionnaire why she had left the classroom, she stated simply that moving, on

seemed to be a natural progression in her career,

With few exceptions, the leaders who recordef: a difficult childhood
-,

reported events in a fairly detached manner or Jade short sfirift of :hat

period of their lives; and most of them tended toward an abstract, intel-
.

:

lectualized view of their pasts. Gne leader who described acomplicate 1 and

painful childhood ended her autobiography expressing resentment that she had

been asked to delve into her early life, saying the past was past and she

30
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had no inclination to 'rehash" it. This leader said in her follow-up ques-

Lionnaire that she had left the classroom seeking more intellectual chal-

lenge and colleagueshipi but there was reason to believe that she had' left

also because continually being in the company of children reactivated (unre-

solved) feelings from childhood that she wanted to avoid.

In brief, then, there were at least two autobiographical patterns in

the leader group that could theoretically be associated with why they left

the classroom to move.into leadership roles. In one, they had gotten- -and

given--whAt they wanted in the classroom and were ready to move on; in the

other (at best), it is unlikely that classroom teaching had ever really met

their needs.

Potential Consequences of Differin'z Career Uotivations for Work

, Wit% Children and Adults

It was found in the basic study that the really of a happy childhood or

an unhappy childhood at the point of entry into teacher- training did not

differentiate between the teachers and leaders; rather it waS how the

teacers and the leaders recalled having dealt with the events of their

childhoods--actively or passively--that was critical, and also whether they

had psychological distance iron that period of their lives or were still

emotionally involved with their early experiences. !c we have noted, how-

ever, the recall of a happy or an unhappy childhooe may be associated with

different types of personal-professional motivations within the teacher and,

leader groups and, therefore, may have differential consequences for similar

work settings. Considering how the several subgroups appear to have dealt

with their childhoods, we can suggest, on a theoretical basis, that the

ramifications may be for ::weir work. with children or with adults.

Firs::, with respect to the teachers, both empirical research and theory

support the postulatioil that Leachers who recall predominantly happy, secure

31
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childhoods are lihely to develop better relations with young.chilf:ren and

facilitate psychological growth in them than are teachers whose memories

of their childhoods are dominated by issues of insecurity and rejection.
14

As. with any generalization, however, this finding has important exceptions.

For example, some teachers in the former category may have difficulty in

empathically understanding children who feel rejected andjsolated in their

worlds and who display extremes of behaviorwithdrawal or aggression- -that

are symptomatic of these feelings. Such teachers have simply not themselves

experienced similar emotions and behavioral manifestations in their own

childhoods; no do they have recollections of significant adult models who

15
dealt effectively mith children -who did.

In addition, there is an inherent with all teachers who remain in

the classroo-a for many yea4s (regardless of motivations for doing so) that

they will become so immersed in the world of childhootd that they experience

loss. of adult perspective and objectivity. 'It is not only being constantly

in the company of children, however, but this, and the lur!:.ing feeling noted

among many of the teachers. in our stuiy of not beine- quite grown-up them-

\
selves, of anxiety in relation to the possibility oRi working with Other

adults, and of a strong pull to repeat their own childhoods, that combine

to enhance this risk.

The risk :my be great and the potential consequent s deleterious with

teachers whose early experiences are negative and whos majorand uncon-

sciousincentive in continuing to work with child: 7e is reparation of per-

ceived deprivation or rejection in theizt-ovn child oods. Such teachers

__----------
have a Strong poteny,i-alfor overidentifying wits part

through whom they
t-,/

can most live out tL ir oun un et needs. If

./

they lose adult perspective and act in thr own,interests

32
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competitive tactics, the consequences fo the chi dren can be frankly

dstructive. If, however, such teachers have thj opp, rtunity to,develop

appropriate self-understanding, they may be able tOga n unusual competence

in working with children who have special needs, such ads those wi,t specific
i

.

/
Nlearning handicaps or the emotionally disturbed. n\ fa t, WI,Dn sucA-teachers

are able to gain insight into the nature of the r pa>ati s they seek in

1
.

1

,./

their relations with children, they may move to a level of effectilieness
_ \

v :

and scope in their understanding of children that y far e ceed that of

their "happier, more secure" colleagues. ,

.

!

In contrast to their teacher counterparts, the eades wlo recalled un- I

happy childhoods have attempted, it seems, to place istance, letween them-
\

1

r.

selves and their early feelings and needs, primarily through( he defense of

intellectualization. Shutting themselves oEf in this\manner from the ways

in which they themselves thought 'and felt as childzen,t y,vould theoret-

ically have few, if any, resources for developing empathy
ifwiLh C:* ways in

- 17 -ye'

which children in the classroom think and feel. quit possi le,

therefore, that during thei2 tenure as classroom tedhers,they were unable

to experience a sense of basic competence in their work especially if .

working with very young children. car, for their subsequeflt careers, th ir

effectiveness and satisfaction here would appear to be a function of t

extent to which their specific jobs as educational leaders required (or

permitted) an intellectual, academic approach (as in research or college

teaching) over one which demanded spontaneity arvi an emotional understanding

of the feelings and needs of young children (as in supervising teachers and

other adults who work directly with children).

Finally, the group whose motivational patterns appeared to be most

positive - -and least conflicted--were those leaders who described thei2

33
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childhoods--and successive stages of development--in affirmative terms.

Within the framework of careers that embraced both teaching and leadership

role's, the seemed4eo have appropriate resources available at each stage.

Theoretically, in their role as classroom teacher, they had positive expe-

iences from their own childhoods to use in un erstanding and promoting

the children's learning and growth;. and 4.n their-Itt

they had the requisite classroom experience and enough sense of their pawn

identity as adults to impart their knowledge and support to other adults in

their professional field.

If the trends that we have observed, both between and within the leader

and the teacher-groups are-borne out in further research, they raise the

provocative question as to whether the young women who enter teacher-

training best p-epared in terms of their personality resources to promote
;le

psychological growth in children are among those who are least likely to

continue working-with children.

While there is no direci: evidence at the present time to substantiate

these trends, findings from two other studies are clearly suggestive.

In an investigation which grew out of the early stages of the present

'research, Stodt
13 compared a group of classroom teachers and a group of

:

rupervisor/trainers (analogous to the leaders in the present study) on , 1-

?

i

iscales designed to tap dimensions such as autonomy, and items aimed at

assessing attitudes toward the women's movement. Although the design of

the study, the-methods employed, and the characteristics of the partici-

pants'differed from those of the present study (e.g:, Stodt's study was

based, on data gathered at only one point in time; it used structured

methods ofpassessing aspects of personality and social attitudes; and the

participants came from a variety of backgrounds and training institutions),
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.the findings were parallel. The supervisor/trainers revealed a much

greater sense of autonomy than the classroom teachers and were far more

.)

.accepting of the women's movement.
5'

It could be argued that, since there were no assessments of their per-

sonalities prior to their taking different vocational paths, the groups in

Stodt's resArch might have differed in the ways they did asa consequence,

rather than cause, of the career directions they took. However, her find-

ings are buttressed by other research. The study of student teachers that

guided the present investigation provides a counterbalince'to Stodtrs

study since the assessments of personality were made prior to the partici-

pants' entry into the teaching profession. In addition, this earlier in-
t%

vestigation (un1127.e either Stodt's or the present study) evaluated the

participants' on-the-job performance, focusing on their ability to develop

good teacher-child relations. It was found there that the 'student teache=s

i

who hoped to move into administrative or college teaching roles by middle

age ere consistently judged' as having better teacher-child relations. after

they became full-fledged teachers than were those who,planned to1remain in

the classroom throughout their working lives. IL was concluded that the

personality differences underlying the long-range professional goals of

the two groups also played a primary role in the kinds of relations they

developed with children.

It appears evident that the teacher,who-welcomes .0angeand progress as

part of life, and who considers mastery of the difficult as intrinsic to

progress, is better prepared to wcrh flexibly with young children and pro-

mote their growth than the teacher who, threatened by the new, the difficult,

and the unexpected, holds to the status quo.
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nile the findings from each of these (methodologically different)

studies are in themselves considered to be tentative, they form a con-sigt-
,

entipicture; and jointly they underscore 4-he importance of developing

further knowledge of the influence of personality in the long-range career

directions of women who enter training to become teachers of children. If

it is in fact found that, the teachers who are best suited psychologically

to wor% with children are among those who leave the classroom to assume

leadership.roles, the consequences for teacher education, selection, and

'guidance, as well as for the schools themselves, could be far-reaching.

4. Conclusions and Implications

The research which has been reported here reveals that autobiographies

of young women applying for teachel?-training may yield predictors of their

long-range career direction within the field of childhood education--that

is, continuing to work with children versus a shift to leadership roles

with adults--as well as basic attitudes toward the self, career, and social

change in middle age.

The findings invite further research in these and related directions

for they have important implications, both practical and theoretical.

First, if personality data can provide indicators of whether a prospec-

tive teacher is likely to seek supervisory or administrative roles after a

short period of teaching, then training programs could be made more relevant

to the long- -range career needs as well as.to the immediate goals of individ-

ual trainees: Thus, student teachers who show strong potential for super-

visory or administrative roles could 'Se trained from the outset toward the

dual competencies 'equired for effectiveness with children and adults alike,

thereby.circumventing the need for them to enroll for training in eduCacional
:

36
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leadership at a later time.
20

The present study, then, is potentially

applicable to the development of methods and knowledge that could enable

teacher training to become more responsive to the differential needs of

prospective educational' personnel. Ne-

Second,'the development of knowledge about the relationships that

exist between personality and career direction in childhood education is

fundamental to a conceptualization of the dynamic forces that are at work

in varied segments of the educational system. For instance, if we :new why

some teachers choose to remain with children throughout their working lives

while others choose to become the supervisors of those teachers, We could

begin to identify some of the subtle yet powerful factors that influence

the learning environments that both groups attempt to create. In the pres-

.ent research we have attempted to identify some of the motivational patterns

that may influence the taking of these differing career directions; to indi-
;

cate how these patterns in teachers and leaders could have growth-promoting

or growth-inhibiting effects both on chiHren and adults who work in the

schools; and to'raise que;tions concerning their implications for childhood

education.

Finally, little is known about career choice and development in women,

chiefly because in the

Although this research

past so few professions have been open to women.

focuses on career differences within an occupational

domain, it contains the potential for building hypotheses with consequences

for fields that lie beyond that of education. The study lays the groundwork

,f4 understanding tLe personality dynamics in women that make them psycho-

logically mores suited to work with children on the one hand, and those that

propel them toward leadership work with adults on the other. The findings,
4

therefore, have implications for future research on Women in a wide range

of professional roles, both traditional, and new.
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1. Some aspects of this work were described in a paper presented at

the September 1976 meetings 'of the American Psychological Association:

J. L. Rosen and D. Wallace, "Personality Antecedents of Career Direction

in addle-Aged Women Educators."

2. Se . L. itosen and H. B. Palmer, "Learning to Lead,'' Childhood

Education 50 (1974): 79-02.

3. J. L. Rosen, "Personality and First-Year Teachers' Relationships

4
wish Children," School Review 7G (195G): 294-311.

4. Our search for subjects was made primarily through the alumnae files
.4

of the teacher-training,institution and through answers to an alumnae air-
/

vey which the institution had made before this study began. We had hoped

to identify two additional g. ps for purposes of comparison: a grou

who had entered occupations outside the field of education, and (2) a gral')

who had not worked outside the home after training to become teachers. We

were unable, however, to locate sufficient numbers of comparable subjects1

11

5. While a focus On excessive feelings of shyness and social insecurity

]in general precluded placement in this category, an exception was if

the subject said she overcompensated for such feelings by acting assertively.

6. In many cases, subjects placed in this category used verbal structures

in these latter categories to include them in the study.

suggesting that they were applying an implicit measuring rod to their p.

ress toward some desired psychological end-state. They said, for instan

that they were more confident than they used to be, or less insecure, or
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beginning to gain insight into themselves. Such compayative structures

were seldom used by those placed in the predominantly confident, outer-

oriented group.

7. The second investigator made the categorizations without knowledge

of the career group -- teacher or leader from which the autobiographies

were drawn.

8. We examined the groups on a closely related dimension termed

"Reactions to Change and Adversity" in which the effort was made to com-

pare their reactions to stressful events, in general, i.e., not only to

major life crises as defined above, but to change, adversity,'or challenge

of other kinds as well. We 'have not treated this analysis in the main

body of the report because the data on which it is based are drawn both

from the childhood period and that of young-aduehood, pus cutting

across the two data areas on which the major analysis of autobiographical

material was based. We did, however, want to see how the groups described
A

their_ responses to stress per se, regardless of their more general person-
.

ality orientations and regardless of life stage (i.e., childhood vs. young

adulthood). Examination of the autobiographies along this dimension'

(taking the autobiography as a whole) revealed that the two examples cited

above (p.' 13) tend to characterize the differences between the leader and'

teacher groups in their general patterns of response to stress. Only

four (13 percent).Of the 30 leaders who provided data applicable to this

dimension described themselves as failing to cope adequately With change

or adversity, while 17 (50 percent) of the 34 teachers suggested that they

reacted to such events with.upset and fear and without adequate resolutjeon.

9. Only a small minority of both groups stated a straightforward

preference for writing over talking.

3.9
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10. Because of revisions in the application form, this question was not'

asked of all members of the sample.;

11% See footnote 3.

12. E. H. Erikson, "The Healthy Personality,' Psychological Issues I

(1959) : 50-100.

13. The follow-up questionnaire was sent out to morealumnae than those

who met the criteria of this study, and questions were asked for purposs

of institutional self-evaluation that-were not directly pertinent to the

issues of this research. See J. L. Rosen and D. Wallace, "Career DevelOp7

ment in Education: A Follow -up Study," Bank Street College of Education

(1973).

14. See footnote 3; also J. L. Rosen: 'The aemgmbered Childhood Self

as Forecaster of Teacher-Child Relations," EaIC: Research in Education 9

(1974): 2; and "Perceptions of the Childhood Self and Teacher-Child Rela-

tions,'` Final Report to the National Institute of Education, Bank Street

College'of Education (1975). See also B. D. Wight and S. A. uska, "The

dhildhood.Romahce Theory of Teacher Development," School Review 75 (1967):

' 123-154.

15. In fact, any one-sided experience'in (a recalled) childhood,

whether this applies to a feeling tone, such as happy or sad, or to a

behavioral pattern, such as aggcessive or withdrawn, is likely to be asso-

ciated in the adult with difficulty in developing empathy with children who

display the opposing feelings and behaviors. See J. L. Rosen: 'Personality

Factors in the Reactions of Child-Care Workers to Emotionally Disturbed

t.
Children," Psychiatry 26 (1963): 257-265; "Hatching Teachers With Children,'

School Review 30 (1972): 409-431; "Perceptions of the Childhood Self and

Teacher -Child Relations," Final Report to the National Institure'of EduCa-
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tion, Bank Street College of Education (1975).

16. The concept of the professional educator as a person who has re-
,.

mained a child and who is afraid to act in-the-realm of groom -up people

in real life'was stressed over three decades ago by A. S. Neill, the radi-

cal English educator; and he.too has theorized that the educator relives

his on past through the child. Fbr a discussion of Weill'sconcept and

several related theoretical positions, see E. Ilan, The Problem of Notiva-
,

,tion in the Educator's Vocational Choice," The Psychoanalytic Study of the

Child (New York: International Universities Press, 1963), UHT: 2C,6-235.

17. For a fuller conceptualization of this issue, see C. Olden, "On

Adult Empathy with Children," The Psychoandlytic Study of the Child (New York:

International Universities Press (1953), VIII: 111-126.

Sodt, Autonomy and Complexity in Women Teachers in Leadership

Positions., Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia

University (1972).

19. See footnote 3.

20. An experimental program based on this concept has already been

carried out at the Bank Szraet College of Education in its Graduate Pro-

grams Division. The program underscored the need for guidelines for the

a

selection of candidates for "teacher-leader' training.
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